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BOWL GAME LOSS

Tech lost to Utah in San Francisco at
the Emerald Bowl, ﬁnd out what happened and why. Page 29

INDIAN FOOD AHOY

Haveli oﬀers a great selection of Indian
cuisine complete with authentic decor
and a competitive pricetag. Page 19

Hollywood churns out movies over winter break
By Entertainment Staﬀ

Despite the huge inconvenience
that it creates for us here at the ‘Nique,
the good people of Hollywood continue to put out new material even
when we’re not here to review it. As
such, we have prepared a roundup
of some of the more notable ﬁlms to
come out of this holiday season.

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion The Witch
and the Wardrobe
By Kenneth Baskett
Staﬀ Writer

of evil and seduction.
Without a believable, talking
lion, this movie would not have
worked. So I’m happy to say that at
some points, I actually forgot Aslan
was CGI, looking more lifelike than
anything except maybe King Kong.
Liam Neeson does a respectable job
voicing the lion, although I’m not
sure there wasn’t somebody better.
Overall, this is an excellent movie
that was able to stay true to the books.
While maybe not as thrilling as the
LOTR movies to an older audience,
this movie has a certain magic
about it that those don’t have. The
bottom line is that everyone should
see this movie. Children will love
the magic, teens will remember the
book fondly and adults will enjoy
the symbolism.

The Chronicles of Narnia: The
Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe
opened in theaters on Dec. 9. This
movie was a dream come true for
our generation. We read these
books when we were young and
still remember them fondly. It will
The Producers
undoubtedly be compared to The
By Mary Beth Miller
Contributing Writer
Lord of the Rings trilogy. But one
must remember that these were
written as children’s books. Their
The Producers stars Matthew
length and tone
Broderick and
make that clear.
Nathan Lane as
Children will love
Whether it is
two (what else?)
good or bad, the
producers who
the magic, teens
movie stays true
embark upon
will remember the
to this, so don’t
the unique task
be surprised if
of purposefully
books fondly and
some of the parts
trying to find
adults will enjoy
seem childish.
the worst script
The acting in
in Broadway
the
symbolism
[of
the movie is top
history. ApparNarnia].
notch, especially
ently, producing
from Georgie
a ﬂop is, under
Henley as Lucy,
the right circumwho is just too cute not to love, and stances, more successful ﬁnancially
Tilda Swinton, who nails the White than producing a box-oﬃce hit. In
Witch dead on with her combination the end, they settle on a screenplay

Photo courtesy Universal Pictures

King Kong is a touching story of impossible love, and of man’s tragic ability to destroy that which he
most loves. That said, giant apes are totally awesome, but it was a bit too lengthy for many.

entitled Springtime for Hitler written
by the Adolf-loving Franz Liebkind
(Will Ferrell who, along with Nathan
Lane, was nominated for a Golden
Globe for his performance).
The play does not adapt well
to the screen. This is interesting
considering that The Producers was
originally a Mel Brooks’ movie that
was adapted for Broadway and is
now being adapted back to the big
screen. The performances are too
over-the-top, and certain lines or gags
are held out for too long. However,
Roger Bart’s (best known for playing
the evil pharmacist in “Desperate

Williamson excels with Trashcan

Photo courtesy Williamson

Curious cover art notwithstanding, Williamson turns out a solid instrumental album with his latest offering, The Trashcan Electric E.P.
Kenneth Baskett
Staﬀ Writer

To say that Williamson is the
most exciting thing happening in
music today would be something
of an overstatement that I am not
prepared to make. But to say that
The Trashcan Electric E.P. is one of
the prettiest albums I’ve ever heard
is an assertion I’m deﬁnitely ready
to defend.
Williamson is the musical alias
of San Francisco-based Wade Williamson. Trashcan is his follow up
to 2003’s A Few Things To Hear
Before We All Blow Up and is one

of the best produced-albums I’ve
ever heard.
This is surprising, because it was
“written, recorded and mastered in
the most unkempt bedroom in North
America.” Williamson is grouped
into the techno genre. However,
thinking of him as similar to other
groups like The Chemical Brothers
is almost a crime. Williamson has
much more in common with artists
like Death Cab for Cutie and especially Ben Gibbard’s side project, The
Postal Service, sans lyrics.
Instrumental music must be
very intriguing to keep the listener
interested. Williamson does not

disappoint there. His music has a very
calm, spacey, daydream-like quality
that makes it perfect to listen to waking up on a late Saturday morning or
going to sleep in the wee hours of the
morning. Those who long to dance
or sing along to their music will not
ﬁnd any fulﬁllment here.
One track, “Tips For Sweet
Talking A Caribou,” is thick with
easygoing guitar loops and percussion, sugarcoated with electronic
eﬀects.
This brings forth one of the
weaknesses of the album. Since all
the songs follow the same general
formula and there are no lyrics to
diﬀerentiate them, and none of them
are very memorable.
Also, it is an E.P., and with only 7
songs clocking in at less than 30
minutes, it is far too short. This is
really a shame, because the music is
deﬁnitely a work of art.
Trashcan will certainly not be
everyone’s cup of tea. It is a technical
masterpiece but lacks the ﬂare that
many demand of their music. Fans
of Death Cab or The Postal Service
may love the instrumentation or
miss Gibbard’s vocals.
Luckily, several songs can be
downloaded at Williamson’s website, www.williamsonsound.com,
and his entire debut album can be
streamed from www.magnatune.
com, so judge for yourself.

Housewives”) performance as the
gay director’s right-hand man is
deﬁnitely noteworthy.
This movie is a musical, so
Broadway-haters beware. All things
considered, I would rather see the
stage version, but the movie suﬃces
for now.

King Kong

By Mary Beth Miller
Contributing Writer

In the interest of disclosure, I
really like Peter Jackson, so I was
very excited to see King Kong. Af-

ter hearing the fantastic reviews, I
braced myself for the three-hour
journey, having heard that everyone
thought the movie was too long.
But people who are going to a Peter
Jackson movie and not expecting it
to be long have clearly never heard
anything about him. He makes long
movies. Get over it. There were a
few things that scared me. One, I
am very squeamish when it comes to
bugs and there is a spider pit. Two, I
hate Jack Black. And three, I hoped
that the seats would be comfortable
See Movies, page 23

New wave alive
with Boulevard
punk Futureheads and their XTC
sound, or how The Organ reminds
you an awful lot of The Smiths,
Boulevard’s Benji Barton vocals
In case you haven’t noticed, the recall the glory days of Spandau
early ‘80’s have made a comeback. Ballet, Alphaville, and The Human
It has been more than 20 years League.
since the days
T h i s E . P.
of New Wave
however, is more
and post punk
suitable for your
All songs are
progressive, and
next party, inthe second set is
stead of singing
marked with high
coming in for a
by yourself tearyproduction value
new generation
eyed in an empty
of musical surfroom. The band’s
and craftsmanship,
ers who weren’t
standout tracks
but some tracks fall
around to catch
include “Marie”
it the ﬁrst time.
and “Drea ms
short.
For t u n a t e l y,
of Home.” The
however, it is
strength of these
rare that any throwback is a mirror tracks is in their melodies, skilled
image of the original. That would playing and contagious eﬀervesbe too tiresome and transparent. cence.
Instead it’s a clever pastiche.
All songs are marked with high
You can hear this in bands like production value and craftsmanship,
Bloc Party, The Organ, The Future- but some tracks fall short. “Disarray”
heads and The Killers. The thing is: is simplistic, and “Possibly the Last”
they are doing a great job at it. The reminds me of the dated styles of
six song E.P., Vice & Daring, from Oingo Boingo or Talking Heads.
Athens based group Boulevard is in
Ah, but then no wave is ever perthe same vein.
fect is it? Nonetheless, this one’s good
However, unlike how the post enough to ride, so let’s hit it.
Devin Brown
Contributing Writer

CALL YOUR
MUSIC.
GET A V CAST PHONE
FOR JUST

99
99

$

After mail-in rebate

$149.99 retail price – $50.00 mail-in rebate = $99.99
With new 2-year Activation.
Offer expires 3/4/06

Stereo headset sold separately.

Samsung a950

BIG-TIME ENTERTAINMENT
IN A SMALL PACKAGE
• Built-in stereo speakers
• Dedicated music buttons
• Speakerphone

MODGAT

VERIZON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS STORES
Open Sundays. *Se Habla Español.

ALPHARETTA
7301 North Point Pkwy.
770-643-8585
ATHENS
2235 W. Broad St., Ste. A
706-543-5150
Georgia Square Mall
706-208-1116

ATLANTA
Lenox Marketplace
3535 Peachtree Rd.
404-442-9316
Northlake
2244 Henderson Mill Rd.
770-414-850
123 Perimeter Center West
770-399-9993
BUFORD
Mill Creek Walk
678-482-7576
CANTON
1548 Riverstone Pkwy.
770-479-4005
CARROLLTON
421 Bankhead Ave.
770-830-0376

CARTERSVILLE
118 N. Morningside Dr.
770-607-6430
CUMMING
876 Buford Hwy.
678-455-4041
DOUGLASVILLE
Arbor Place Mall
770-942-3285
COMING 2736 Chapel Hill Rd.
SOON
*DULUTH
3625 Satellite Blvd.
678-957-1470
EAST COBB
4101 Roswell Rd.
770-578-8700
EAST POINT
3530 Camp Creek Pkwy.
404-346-0385

FAYETTEVILLE
105-C Promenade Pkwy.
678-817-1409
*GAINESVILLE
952 Dawsonville Hwy.
678-450-8810
GRIFFIN
1445 N. Expwy.
770-412-9100
KENNESAW
2774 North Cobb Pkwy.
770-794-2303
Town Center Mall
770-794-5011
LaGRANGE
207 New Franklin Rd.
706-884-1111
LITHIA SPRINGS
614 Thornton Rd.
770-739-7550

LITHONIA
Stonecrest Mall
678-526-9185
McDONOUGH
1844 Jonesboro Rd.
770-957-6407
MORROW
1947 Mt. Zion Rd.
770-210-4019
NEWNAN
1425 E. Hwy. 34
770-304-1111
PEACHTREE CITY
310 Commerce Dr.
770-487-3805
ROME
1601 Turner McCall Blvd.
706-291-4408

SMYRNA
2407 Cobb Pkwy.
770-956-8550
SNELLVILLE
1830 Scenic Hwy.
Ste. 116
770-979-0166
SUWANEE
2637 Peachtree Pkwy.
678-455-0223
WOODSTOCK
121 Lauren Way
770-928-2998

THE VERIZON
WIRELESS
STORE AT
Akers Mill
Athens
Buckhead
Conyers
Douglasville
Greenbriar
Gwinnett Mall
Mall of Georgia

Newnan
North Point
Perimeter
Rome
Snellville
Southlake
Town Center

BUSINESS
CUSTOMERS
PLEASE CALL
1-800-899-4249

Our Surcharges (incl. 2.29% Federal Universal Service (varies quarterly), 5¢ Regulatory & 40¢ Administrative/line/mo., & others by area) are not taxes (details: 1-888-684-1888); gov’t taxes and our surcharges
could add 8 to 27% to your bill. Activation fee/line: $35
IMPORTANT CONSUMER INFORMATION: Subject to Customer Agreement, Postpay Digital Calling Plan, V CAST brochure, rebate form and credit approval. $175 early termination fee, other charges & restrictions. Rebate takes
8-10 weeks. V CAST Music phone required. Shipping charges may apply. V CAST Coverage Area and subscription to V CAST service required for direct downloads to phone. Offer, coverage & service not available everywhere.
PC downloads require Windows® XP and Windows Media® Player 10 and compatible USB cable (sold separately) for syncing to phone. Free song promotion available only for specified songs. Verizon Wireless reminds you to
always download legally. Cancel V CAST service by calling 1800.2JOIN.IN within 1st month to avoid $15 monthly fee. Credit may not be on 1st bill. You can cancel V CAST service anytime. © 2006 Verizon Wireless.
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Haveli oﬀers delightful, authentic Indian fare
By Prerna Kaul
Contributing Writer

Authentic Indian décor, with
genuine Rajasthani (Indian) folktale
drawings adorn the walls and the
soulful classical tunes of the Sitar
and Sarang play in the background.
Haveli (225 Spring St.) sends all
the right vibes the very instant you
enter.
Although showcasing a very
distinctive private, secluded and
serene ambiance, Haveli, founded
in 1995, is actually set in downtown
Atlanta ‘America’s Mart’, with the
hustle and bustle of the traﬃc and
crowds going on outside, unnoticed
by diners and shoppers.
As you settle down, menu in hand,
the high prices hardly fail to surprise.
Eating out at Moe’s and Tin Drum
makes you forget that oﬀ campus,
costs are still considerably steep for
the average student’s pocket. Each
individual dish costs around ten
dollars, and unless you’re speciﬁcally
treating yourself, you might rethink
coming here.
However, I spoke to the restaurant

Photo by Prerna Kaul/STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Haveli, despite its nondescript front door, offers a good selection of
authentic Indian cuisine complete with a pleasant atmosphere.

salesperson, Mr. Stan Matthews,
and the owner, Mr.Raja, and was
surprised to learn that about two to

three semesters back, students from
Georgia Tech would often order a
bulk delivery of special student-dis-

counted vegetarian or non-vegetar- from the Farmer’s Market, the plain
ian boxed meals for just six dollars, old milk-and-cashew tasting Kulﬁ
a very competitive price for those is given a whole new twist.
addicted to Tin Drum.
The Butter Chicken and the Dal
Although the ﬂavor characterizes Makhani (lentils cooked with spices
true Indian food in its entirety, the and herbs in cream sauce) are also two
foods that this restaurant really aces dishes to watch out for here.
are its ‘Bombay aloos’ and naturallyThere is a variety menu which
ﬂavored mango
includes several
and blueberry
seafood delicaKulﬁs.
cies like Shrimp
...if you’re willing
A dish of
Jalfrezi and Fish
boiled potatoes
Curry cooked
to take a short walk
cooked in mild
the typical
beyond the outskirts in
spicy cream and
Ea st India n
chili gravy, soft
style. It also inof campus...this
and succulent,
cludes Kashmiri
might be the place
t he B ombay
(North Indian)
aloo tastes best
lamb delights
to be.
when eaten with
and chicken sebuttered Naan/
lections spiced
Bread or Veggie-n-nuts Basmati up the absolute “desi” way.
rice.
All said and done, if you’re willAlso, if you’re looking for rare ing to take a short walk beyond the
Indian desserts, you’ve come to the outskirts of campus or have a huge
right place. The last time I went event to cater for, and you’re a little
there, they served complimentary tight on the budget and need good
naturally-ﬂavored Kulﬁ ice cream; food, this might be the place to be.
I tried the mango and blueberry. In Indian food, this exempliﬁes
Enriched with real fruit straight authenticity at its best.

Come write for
us!
No experience
required.
(Really!)
Tues. 7 p.m.
Flag 137

Need Spring/Summer Housing???
The Chi Psi Lodge has rooms for:
$1500/Spring
approx. $800/Summer

Kitchen
LAN Internet Connection
Furniture
Laundry
Utilities

Cable TV
Parking

 
  

   
    
      
   
   
    
   

Accommodations for Men and Women
The Lodge is located at 150 4th Street NW on the
corner of 4th Street and Techwood Dr. at GT’s East
Campus.
Contact: Micheal Shutze
vicepres@gtchipsi.org -or- 404.892.9623
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Christine Lee: gth818e@mail.gatech.edu

sliver

www.nique.net/sliver

Ten scholarships of $3,000 each will be awarded to students of
IMPACT -- three of these will be reserved for student employees of
Auxiliary Services. This program is geared to a wide range of
students who IMPACT the Georgia Tech community through
informal and formal roles as a leader or in a support capacity.

I love Nicki and I’m not
afraid to say it
FREE throws...they’re called
that for a reason
I don’t understand...almost
beat MSU...but then blown out
by U[sic]GA
magic you’re a dick and
i’ve had it with your dickitry
- tank
We lost to UGA in Basketball? :(
ﬁnals suck ﬁnals suck ﬁnals
suck ﬁnals suck ﬁnals suck
ﬁnals suck ﬁnals suck ﬁnals
suck ﬁnals suck
giant squid is shrouded in
mystery, ya’ll.
does this make my butt
look big?
emerald bowl
yooooooo
Slivers are for bitches.
Dell
Why is my Indian-Jamacian
Dell technician complaining
about all my parts being made
in China?
eﬃng ﬂuids
I would have a whole point
high added to my GPA is there
was a smoking section in the
library.
David Andersen is hotter
then JFK.
Simulation gives me halucenations.
The ad for the Zeta sisters
was hot, if only all the girls on
campus were like that.. then
maybe I’d go to class.
Whats in a name.
GOD JOE- PICK UP
YOU R M AC & CH E E SE
FROM THE STOVE!
Happy Kwanza
Is Nip-Tuck socially unexceptable or what.
ok tech fans, get ready for
heartbreak... its b-ball time
Is Milne an alcoholic?
can they pls pay us more
than 25% what we bought our
books for?
nice dark tapered jeans
hahaha I was in Florida
while y’all were here freezing!!!!
SUCKAS!
OMG - what am I going to
do over the break if there are
no slivers????
See page 27 for more Slivers.
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THEME CROSSWORD: TREAT YOURSELF
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate

ACROSS
1. Vacation venue
5. Epoxy, e.g.
10. Bold
15. Burner used in labs
19. Borodin’s prince
20. Minneapolis suburb
21. Flight plan info
22. Diagnostic
aid (hyph.)
23. - monster
24. Fellows
25. Place of sacriﬁce
26. Aﬀectation
27. Start of a quip by
Charles M. Schulz:
7 wds.
31. Market again
32. Betrayers
33. Black as night
34. Bargains
37. Leg muscles,
for short
40. Cousin to keﬁr
44. Tax expert: abbr.
47. Fields
49. Write, in a way
51. Parking or postage
52. Some actors
54. Cook in
a skillet
56. Cherished ones
58. Plunge
59. Make into law
61. Bilbo’s nephew

63. Strong ﬂow
65. “— Miserables”
66. Makes like new
68. Oust
70. Underhanded ones
72. Part 2 of quip: 2 wds.
76. Spanish conqueror
of the Incas
79. Opera singer
80. Set apart
84. Sugary beverage
85. Question
88. More mellow
90. Where
Kathmandu is
91. Cookout fare
93. Look over
for errors
95. Imprisoned
97. Invalid
98. Set ﬁre to
100. Teasdale and
namesakes
102. Like some leaves
104. Witness
105. Rude looks
107. Seed layer
109. Reveals the
identity of
111. Bewildered
113. Spreads to dry
115. Early calculator
119. End of the quip:
5 wds.
125. Orﬀ or Jung
126. Theater in
ancient Greece
127. Great epic
128. Diva’s oﬀering

129. Co-worker
130. Hair-care
product
131. Cut
132. Lifelike
133. Make
headway, slowly
134. Composite plant
135. Brought to bay
136. Wimbledon great

38. Expires
39. Crisp cookie
41. Serviceable
42. Carouse
43. Auburn lock
44. River in France
45. Window glass
46. Housemaid
in India
48. Heating
apparatus
DOWN
50. Large ﬁshing net
1. “Close, but no —”
53. Milan’s La —
2. Spry
55. Decree
3. Gangsters’ girls
57. Place
4. Said grace
60. Sporty car: hyph.
5. Familiar pub
62. Earthy pigment
customers
64. Devoured
6. Unspoiled place
67. Leather piece for
7. Trig function
sharpening
8. Bury
69. Hair preparation
9. Wall Street acronym
71. World Wonders count
10. Armband
73. Journeys
11. Dinner item
74. Tropical resin
12. — -da-fe
75. Salem’s state
13. Chair rung
76. Local environment
14. As a result
77. — savant
of this
78. Horselike
15. Deleted
creature
16. Go at a jogging pace 81. Musical work
17. Org. established 1958 82. Yarn
18. Always
83. Fashion
28. Olive genus
magazine
29. Live — —
86. Dish for gravy
(enjoy oneself)
87. Ruptured
30. Horizontal spar
89. Singer — McEntire
35. Frond
92. Wrote carelessly
36. Horse
94. Buckle, e.g.
mackerel
96. Claimed

Looking to get involved
on campus?
Join the Technique
staff.

© 2005 United Features Syndicate, Inc.

forcefully
99. “For — — jolly good
fellow ...”
101. British gun
103. Obligation
106. Lady of Spain
108. User
110. Vast part
of Africa
112. — Ababa
114. Kind of energy
116. Remedies

117. Dickens’ character - Heep
118. Hackneyed
119. Hit hard
120. Church
calendar
121. Pavilion
122. Flexible tube
123. Dubliner’s land
124. Except
125. Upper limit
See Solutions, page 18

INHALE
AT YOUR OWN

RISK
365 14TH ST. NW

404.892.8080
FRESH.

FAST.

TASTY.

JIMMY
JOHNS

. COM

©2005 Jimmy John’s Franchise Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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enough for three hours. Although
the bugs were disgusting, I had prepared myself. Jack Black plays a jerk
so my hate was justiﬁed. And the
seats didn’t matter because (sorry for
the cliché) I was on the edge of mine
for the entire movie. It is nonstop
action. Naomi Watts and Adrien
Brody are incredibly enjoyable. I will
not subject the readers of this paper
to a summary (it’s about a big ape)
but the three hours are well spent.
And, for Peter Jackson fans, look out
for a few of his trademarks: his kids
show up and Andy Serkis makes his
mark playing Kong.

of desperation and hurt others in
the process because the world is not
ready to accept their love.
Few movies have ever shown
the depth and power that love has
in our lives and still managed to
reﬂect on the consequences of such
a powerful love as well as Brokeback
Mountain does.

Wolf Creek

By Michael Ng
Contributing Writer

Wolf Creek probably slipped
under the radar of many moviegoers. In fact, the movie slipped under
the American radar for an entire
year. Wolf Creek is an Australian
horror ﬁlm from 2004 that just
received an American release over
Brokeback Mountain
By Amanda Dugan
the holiday season. Although plot
News Editor
development is often subordinate in
the horror movie genre, Wolf Creek
Brokeback Mountain is a heart- can only really be considered a ﬁlm
breaking movie about sharing love by technicality.
and the tragedy of losing it. Director
Purportedly based on true events,
Ang Lee wisely brings the cowboy three Australian teenagers venture on
romance to life by forgetting that a road trip in the Outback to Wolf
it is the story of two men falling in Creek National Park. After they
love and focusing on the heart of discover that their car will not start,
the story, love surviving despite ob- a congenial outdoors man oﬀers to
stacles. However, Lee does not ignore ﬁx their car at his home.
the obstacles as the movie follows
The plot is so paltry that I
the decades-long
don’t even need
romance of two
to explain what
...Wolf Creek can
s he e pherder s
happens next.
who accidently
Wolf Creek relies
only really be
fall in love and
on explicit vioconsidered a ﬁlm by
shows the tragelence to achieve
dy that the wives
maximum distechnicality.
of both men excomfort.
perience.
For seasoned
It is the actors that make this horror buﬀs, there’s nothing new
film amazing and deserving of here. Furthermore, they will be disevery award its already earned. Jake appointed by the lack of atmospheric
Gyllenhaal’s desperate-to-be-loved tension that makes a good horror
Jack Twist and Heath Ledger’s movie. For the uninitiated, Wolf
quietly deep Ennis Del Mar let you Creek will most likely oﬀend and
believe in the story.
disgust. It lacks the moody unease of
Michelle Williams, giving the Suspiria, the ﬁlmography of The Shinbreakout role of her career, and ing, or even the over-the-top comic
Anne Hathaway’s turns as their gore of Evil Dead. Simply put, Wolf
wives remind you that both Ennis Creek is snuﬀ ﬁlm that will appeal
and Jack choose to lead quiet lives to perverts and sadists alike.
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0100101101001010
T
WO BITS
Two Bits Man mocks Mongolia, France
Mongolia’s government collapsed Leader came after the Prime Minister
the other day. Yeah, I thought it was with a knife, and, well, everything
a big deal at ﬁrst, too. Turns out that just kind of went downhill from
when most people in the world say there.” When the French peasantry
their government “collapsed,” it’s showed King Louis the door, and
basically the same thing as saying, then shoved him through that door
“a couple of senators got pissy, took and out to the guillotine, that was a
their ball and went home.” Though collapse. A lack of consensus is really
I suppose that doesn’t really have more of a hiccup.
the same zing
A good rule
as collapse. Go
of thumb is if it
ﬁgure.
doesn’t involve
Gengis Khan must
Before I dig
the president of
have...had sex
myself too far
the country havinto a hole here,
ing to catch a ride
with lots and lots
I would like to
to the Ameriof lovely ladies to
relay a small
can embassy in
disclaimer. I
the trunk of his
get that kind of
have nothing
doorman’s VW
coverage.
against Monbug, it ain’t a
golia or Moncollapse.
golia ns — a ny
Perhaps angroup of people who can successfully other term would be more appropriconquer the whole of Asia and sire ate. “Disarray” has a nice ring to it,
a leader from whom it is estimated but maybe it’s a bit too Orwellian.
one in two-hundred people alive Sounds like they’re not telling you
today are descended* is alright in my the whole story, like there might be
book—nor do I wish to undermine death squads involved somehow and
the severity of governmental collapse. Fox News doesn’t really consider that
I’m just saying that maybe it’s a bit to be a necessary aspect of what’s
too strong a term.
going on. So renaming’s out.
I mean, when I think “collapse” I
Anyway, all of this is basically a
think, “Sir, the rebels have taken
very roundabout way of saying this:
the capital,” or “The
U.S. rules, collapsed governments
Minorit y
drool. What is this, government
number nine for the French?
Take that, you of cheese eating
surrender monkeys.
*That’s not just getting laid
a lot, mind you. Gengis Khan
must have had to get up
very early in the morning
and had sex with lots and
lots of lovely ladies to get
that kind of coverage. It
speaks of a certain sort of grim
determination in the Mongolian
people that one cannot help but
admire, not to mention envy the
hell out of.

This headline
deemed harmful
Through March 10, Georgia
State University Art and Design
Gallery will be exhibiting “Potentially Harmful: The Art of American
Censorship.”
The exhibit “examines the role of
art—especially provocative art—in
fostering...American culture.”
Admission is free, and the gallery
is open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on
weekdays and from noon until 4
p.m. on Saturdays.

Dogs and cats
need homes
This weekend, the Gwinnett
Humane Society is holding pet
adoption days at Discover Mills
Mall. The hours for this event are
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and
noon to 6 p.m. on Sunday.
It’s free, unless you adopt a pet,
in which case adoption fees apply.
For more information visit www.
gwinnetthumane.com.

Sevendust at
Tabernacle

Tonight at the Tabernacle,
Sevendust will be playing with
special guests Nonpoint, Socialburn,
Wicked Wisdom and ONE. Doors
open at 6 p.m. Tickets are $20.

And they dance,
dance, dance
Through Sunday, Cats, the
Broadway musical with more than
nine lives, will be at the Fox Theatre.
Performance times will be 8 p.m.
tonight, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. tomorrow
and 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday.
Tickets cost from $20 to $55.

Visit us online! www.nique.net

NOW HIRING FOR SPRING 2006

**TUTORING POSITIONS**
3.0 GPA required and must have completed
ALL of the following with a B or better:
Calculus I & II, Physics I, Chemistry I

Undergraduates starting pay $8.50/hr
Graduates starting pay $11.50/hr

Voted “Finest Restaurant”
by Atlanta Sunday Paper

All tutors must be able to tutor in
ALL subject areas of Freshman level
Calculus, Chemistry & Physics
Be able to work at least two shifts per
week between 8pm -12 midnight
For applications and detailed information visit:
www.cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/felap
or email: lap@housing.gatech.edu

